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Lodging for Summer Scholars at GSU’s University Commons: Georgia State University opened its 2,000 unit resident hall block in August 2007. It is a 4.2-acre complex of four apartment buildings with a cafeteria, wireless internet, and parking. Telephone service, bedding and linen are provided in all rooms. Room cleaning services and towels are provided. All rooms are single, arranged in quads of four that share two bathrooms, a kitchen, and a small living room. Single rooms in quads are $325 for five nights. An opening night dinner, six continental breakfasts, and four lunches and two light dinners will be provided to all for a cost of $250.00. The $1,200 stipend can be used to pay for these expenses. Parking is
available for $5.00 a day in the Commons gated lot. The University Commons are a four-block walk from the MARTA transit station with direct connections to Hartsfield Jackson International Airport. The program will also have a shuttle to and from the airport to the Commons at the beginning and end of the program.

The University Commons. For a Virtual Tour:
http://www.circlepix.com/tour/blaze/?tourId=527374#.VDQ_m1f4JG0
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